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ower

play

ongress demands a larger
le in Bush's Gulf strategies
Captive may have called
Page 3

ident Bush ran into demands Tue!>day
both Republicans and Democrats for a
r congression al role in Per,ian Gulf

TV station.

ut� to Yf o r o c c o to d i s c uss an Arab
p1 10 avert war.

·Illinois serviceman wins
$1 0,000. Page 7

. and Saddam Hus'>Clll sent his chief

omJer Attorney General Ram-.ey Clark.

•

luding an independent peace mission to

needed another sign of overwhelming

hundreds of Americans held hostage by

buildup. Senate Republican Leader Bob Dole

d:ld. <;aid Iraq agreed Ill release four of

other American voice wa.., heard urging
military action against Iraq

the voice

Ohioan who said he \\as among a

n

up of American.., hiding in ocrnpied
ait. Iraq invaded Ktmait Aug. 2. setti ng
dJe CThiS.
a

telephone call Monda) 10 Cleveland

n

WKW-TV. the unidentified man said.

feel that our protectors have hidden us
11ell enough and .,ale e nough

'>O

that if

stu1 bombing. we feel ... 95 percent

'-UlC

come through the war and get back

can

.�The station �id it confim1cd the call
e

are

sar)' . . . there is no war." He said Bush

belie \'e., he has consulted sufficient!) with
Congress and will keep doing so.

Sen. Rich ard Lugar. R-lnd.. said: "What
dearl) has occurred since the president sent
the addnional troops over .. . is

of support around the \\Oriti.

an

unraveling

''That has to stop and this is why it i s

important that w e come together. congress
and the president. now to affim1 precisely

400 held by Imq a<>

the U.S.-dominated alliance against Iraq were

man shields," according

to

State

ent figures.
wo

But presidential press secretary Marlin
Fit7\\ater said: "We don't think chat's neces

what we're going to do." His comments

belie\'ed to be in hiding in

'on to the more than

said a special session was likely before the
end of the year.

2.000

from Kuwait. where about

emers

American approval for Bush's military

senior Republican \enator!. urged

to call Congress into emergency ses

. saying the Iraqi leader and the world

reflected concerns that several members of
reluctant to fight Saddam's soldiers.
Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga .. who questioned
Bush's decision last week to deploy

200,000

more troops to the gulf, said that "Congress
should be involved here."

THOM RAKESTRAW/Photo editor

Unstoppable

Li11co/11 Elementary School crossing guard Ha:el A' lo/and stops traffic Tuesday aftemoon at
the corner ofDil'isio11 and State streets. She has been a crossing guard since 1984.

ask facing investigator may make deadline unrealistic
That goal is beginning to look unrealistic, however, espe

vid Stanczak is going to be a very busy man.
czak, an independent

·gator appointed by the
of Governors, has only

News analysis

------

weeks to complete his probe of allegedly unethical hir-

practices i n departments under Verna Armstrong,

's vice president for administration and finance.

their
gatio
'
n wrapped-up in time to present a report and rec
ndations at the Dec. 6 BOG meettng. according to a
officials hope Stanczak and his team will have

nt issued Tuesday by Ea.<,tem President Stan Rives.

ment: "As chair of the Faculty Senate and on behalf of the

the hundreds as well.

senate, Dr. David Carpenter has requested of me that employ

While looking at the documents he will need to know from the employees, their supervisors and other sources -

ment procedures leading to the employment of 23 employees
of the university be investigated."
The exact number of positions under scrutiny was not
revealed until Rives' Tuesday statement, which was issued as
an open lener to all Eastern faculty and staff. l l is evidence of
the overwhelming task facing Stanczak, who will literally

have to pour over hundreds - if not thousands - of public doc
uments.

And all of that will have to come before he commences
expected interviews with the employees being questioned.

said, "It's common."

problem" as the cause o f
a y evening's fire in

u

stu

t apartment, which caused

oxi mately $30.000 in dame b l a z e . which left no

rie'> but completely gulled

0 Cambridge Apartments. left

Eastern :.tudents without resi
.md damaged mo>.t of the
nh· personal items.

Usually. (apartments) have
problem<; during the first

A spokesperson for the Alpha
Gamma Delta sorority said rhe
residents of
re-.i dents

JO JO Cambridge and

of the sorority -

Sophomores .Nichole A. Bridell,
Jcnnifer R. Callahan. Elisabeth
Dix and Jenny Meder - will be
Sta) ing a t the Alpha Gamma
Della house until the end o f the
semester.

Bridell. Callahan. Dix. and
Meder \\ere una\ailable for com
ment.

Although the fire gutted apart
ment unit 1010. Watson said no
t Continued 011 page 2

what to look for; as he will need to know - from the docu

ments - what to ask those he interviews. The point is simple:
not only will a massive initial task have lo be undertaken but
so too must follow up interviews and follow up examinations
of pu blic documents. That all would seem to be standard pro
cedure for an investigation of such magnitude.
Stanczak ·s task seems to grow in consideration of the mul•

Co11ri1111ed 011 page 2

Students can vote Wednesday
By ANITA MAIELLA

Staff writer

Where to vote on campus:
Student Government Election

of the winter season," Watons

attributed a ·•possible fur.

the hiring or pro

motion processes. Those individuals will probably number in

rnace problem' named
use of apartment blaze
harleston Fire Chief Tom

their supervisors and any others involved in

cially in light of Rives' opening sentence in the same state

When students cast their vote on
Wednesday for the senate repre

Polls will be open from
Poll locations include:

7:50 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.

sentative of their choice. they can

The north and south side of Coleman Hall, the Library Quad, the

also vote on whether they want to

walkway of the University Union and Buzzard Bui ld ing.

keep Eastern\ Textbook Rental
System.

Student Senate placed a referen

issue. Cline said.

on t h e b a l l o t t o assess

"The more students that turnout

\\hether !..tudents were in favor of
the current system. Faculty Senate

to vote. the more the administra
tion will t hi n k the '>tudents care

rental ... y ... tcm or whether they

ha<> proposed the purcha!>ing '>)\

about the issue.'' Cline said.

The Textbook Rental lnve.,tiga-

Ea�tt:m ·:. President Stan Rives

Senate member Curti'>s Cline

<;aid the -.tudent., \\tit v o t e on
\\hether the� ·avor the current
favor a purcha-.e S) 'item.

1 i \'e Committee. \\hh:h j, com

prised of senate members. will use
the election resull'> to sci goals
\\ ith

the decbion the '>tudenh vote

for. Cline said.

dum

tern.

Students mu�t pre sen t a valid

and Glenn Will iams. vice president

ID to cast their ballot. The
re'>Ull'> will he announced during
the senate\ meetrng at 7 p.m.

hear from student senate on \\hat

room of the Martin Luther King Jr.

the -.tudents have to sa) about the

University Union.

of s tudent affair!>. will not addre.,s
facu lty senate's proposal until they

Ea'>tern

Wednesday in the Arcola-Tu<>cola

Wednesda

2
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Instructor labels Niger
as 'fourth world' nation

ONE

Task facing investigator
•From page J

•

AMY McCANN

Staff Wnter

W h y was Walker, according to personnel

records, the only candidate for a full-time physi

titude of questions that exist surrounding only
one of the most controversial individuals under
scrutiny.
l'or example, numerous questions surround
Scott Walker, who 1s Armstrong's son. It was his
appointment to a $32,700 administrative post
under his mother's jurisdiction that originally
sparked the current investigation. He was named
assistant director of planning and institutional
research on Oct. 2.
Several questions expected to be probed by
Stanczak remain about all three of the positions
Walker has had within the last three years at

Eas�m. Among them are:

• Why did he apparently vanish, accordi11g to

Illinois Comptroller's records, from the physical
plant's payroll for a one-month period during the
fall of 1988?
While working as a part-time employee there,
Walker was also holding a graduate assistanship
in the Lumpkin College of Business. A Pres
ident's Council prohibition included in his grad
uate contract forbade the holding of another uni
versity job during the nine-month term of his
contract.
Payroll officials and Larry Williams, dean of
graduate studies, have said the prohibition is
enforced through a standard check made in the
payroll office to insure no graduate students are
on any other university payrolls.
It was apparently during the time-period when
t h e standard c h e c k was made that W a l k e r
appears t o h a v e vani�hed from t h e physical
plant's pay roster. He was apparently reinstated

cal plant job he received I 0 days after his moth
er and Rives approved its creation in 1989?

While nothing in documents obtained last
week by The Daily Eastern NeK·s suggests that
Armstrong had direct knowledge her son would
receive the post after she approved its creation,
there were a plethora of other questions raised

by the same documents reported in The News
last Friday, including: Why was the funding

source for the position changed and why was he
hired without an interview?
•

Did Walker's most recent hiring - the $32,700

administrative appointment - violate internal
governing policies and, specifically, affinnative
action guidelines?
Faculty Senate members have alleged from
·

the start that there is "an appearance of impro
priety" surrounding the hiring. They especially
question the university's nepotism policy and
affirmative action guidelines on hiring.
All of these questions, and many more, still
remain unanswered. And they represent concerns

surrounding only one of the 23 individuals being
scrutinized by Stanczak.
If similar questions surround the other indi
viduals, most of whose names have not been
revealed, how can BOG officials realistically
expect Stanczak to complete his work by the

Dec. 6 target date?
Complicating the investigation is the fact that

most of the hiring questions appear to be unrelat
ed, aside from the point that they are all appar
ently within departments beneath Armstrong's
jurisdiction.

'Furnace problem'
severe damage was done to neighboring units:

(fire trucks)" and two aerial ladders were sum
moned to the scene.
Firefighters arrived to Cambridge to combat

spreading into other units," Watson said. "No

the blaze at approximately 9: l 0 p.m. and con

real damage was done (to neighboring unit)

tained it within 30 minutes.
The flames burned a large hole through the

I 008,

except maybe a little smoke."
Watson also said the majority of the tenants'

personal belongings were destroyed or damaged
by "'either heat. fire or smoke."
By Watson's account, both of Charleston's

�

framework on the south side of the apartment
building, sending most of the fire and !'.rnoke into
the out<.Jde air.
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the early 1900s, but in 1960 it
i
gained its independence. Niger s
still tied to the French economy by
its use the French currency, francs.
But, the average salary in Niger is
the equivalent of $200 a year.

p•

:

Gardens are planted in m
locations, she said. During
rainy season, the sidewalks
dut up tQ eUow more ro
pint vegetation. Cotton
peanats are ilso major �
of Niger, she said.
On Thursday, Sean Har
from the University of Wisc
will speak on various info
systems.
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"fourth world country."
That's how Eastern geography
instructor Lisa Harrington de
scribed the African nation during
the during her Tue�y night lec
ture, which was held in conjunc
tion with Kational Geography
Awareness Week.
Harrington said Niger is a
fourth world country, which is the
same as a third world country, but
with no chance of Wldergoing eco

One method Harrington su
gested to improve the country
weak economy and food sho
is to overcome the desert co
tion. A suggested method is to
a v-shaped trough in the gro
i
then plant grass or shrubs n
trough. This shape helps ca
water, dust and seeds, she said.
The second method is to s
small twigs, which will act as
trap that catches dust and
across the ground. This will
ture the moisture, also, Harrin

firehouse crews were utilized to control the fire.
Watson said eight firefighters, two "pumpers

"The fire was pretty well involved, but we were
able to knock it down and prevent it from

11TA'S

Most Americans have heard the

term "third world country," but in
the ca<;e of Niger. a better term is

I
I
I

about one month later, according to the records.

•From page J
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An Excellent 9 Years!
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ast senate elections spark burning controversy
more than

spite The Daily Eastern
'

endorsement of opposition

· te Mike Com for the stu

body president in the 1966
g semester Student Senate

'ons, sophomore candidate
ning won.

wasn't the first time - and far

4,000 editions of The

member.

addition to its endorsement of

plinary probation for the remain

News (then the name of the paper)

ments ran al-lowed no rebuttal

according to Dan Thornburgh, the

reprinted, however."

The people who burned the

who then was adviser for The

the idea of having her and others

candidates o n l y for the spring

executive officer elections and not
for the regular

fall senate member

elections. Wednesday marks the

19
16 seats.

fall senate elections, for which
students are running for

No controversy surrounds the

divided as to who was at fault for

could have made, one that

those who stole and burned the

1966, for which the campus was

platforms on the candidates in

Corn. The date those endorse
time before the election.

editor and senior

sorority from which Meeks was a

The News traditionally endorses

made.

II, it was perhaps the most
in the theft and burning of

Warbler

Main,

elections this year as it did i n

ile endorsement that The

After a formal hearing in Old

tion, The Nev.·s had run a series of

lhe last time - that The News

endorse a losing candidate.

Then a twice-weekly publica

News after the endorsement was

Ann Meeks was placed on disci

der of her education at Eastern,
director of University Relations

"She knew what The Eastern

was doing," Thornburgh said. "We
The administration toyed with

punished for the matter pay for the

paper knew the endorsements

News.

the 4,000 copies - what amounted

News) had a right to endorse-any

done.

That surprised and angered

should have given time for a

wasn't the first time that newspa

Thornburgh said the ashes from

also didn't mark the first time ten

were running and purposely stole

to $700 worth of newspapers.

many, even those that disagreed

the incident - the newspaper or

with The News' plan for the elec

papers.

s u r f a c e d several weeks later.

tions. The real surprise, however,

"She didn't think they (The

body," Thornburgh said. "They

rebuttal."

the papers were found in the ash

pit of the Kappa Delta house, a

loss, but Thornburgh said- it wasn't
Surprisingly, that incident

pers were burned in protest, and

sion arose between the senate and
the newspaper staff - nor the last.

AB tables proposal to extend its
funding to student organizations
By RUDY NOWAK
Staff writer
A proposal which would allow

recognized student organizations to

fill out requests for limited funding

from the Apportionment Board was

tabled until further development of

the idea could be researched.

It's new. It's going to cause a few ripples in
the p ond.

Jeff Boshart
AB member

Faculty AB member Jeff Boshart

made the proposal before the board
during Tuesday night's meeting.

The board set an update of the pro

posal for before January l.

cific format.

good thing.

percent of the reserve accounts
which AB has access to allowing

few ripples in the pond," Boshart

said.

and push UB (University Board),"

Beamer said. 'The bottom line is it

ten requests for funding.

posal may require changes in exist

ming; isn't that what we want."

to look further into the proposal.

Price said she thought the proposal

The proposal would set aside 10

student groups to fill out two writ
One written request would ask

the organizations what the funds

would be used for, the proposed

budget of the event, and the back

ground of the organization.

The other would be filled out

·�
AMBER GRIMES\Staff photographer

history major Curt Fit:gera/d plays stickba// Tuesday afternoon
cant for acrossfrom Youngstown apartments.

after the event was held. The

form

would a-;k for information such as

total expenses and income.

AB bylaws allow for groups to

"It's new. It's going to cause a

The board recognized the pro

ing bylaws, but voted unanimously

Student AB member Tony del

Alcazar voiced concern some of the

ast that's what the organizers of
's

Great American Smokeout would

pie to

think. Members of Eastern's

r of Eta Sigma Gamma, a national
ional health science honorary orga-

"We could do the same thing by

upping the quality of the boards

already under our jurisdiction,"

a change in the status quo may be a

AB member Steve Beamer said

•

are sponsoring a campus smoke

day and are adding a little incen

g with the message to stop smok-

belle Hambel, a member of Eta

Gamma, said a table will be set

said.
··we' II be providing literature on anti

up

0 a.m. to 3 p.m. Thursday in the

smoking and how to stop smoking."

In addition to the on-campus activities,

said.

The organization's ultimate goal with all

of the activities i s to get people to stop

Luther King Jr. University Union.

'They'II get rid of a junky old cigarette.''

to exchange their cigarettes for an

good health for people, and a healthy apple

day. and we're hopeful on them continuing

to quit smoking," Harnbel said.

of the Tiananmen Square mas-

his lecture.
Marilyn Lin, president of Eastern 's

sday to present a lecture on the

Wang, c o n s u l

general o f the

le's Republic of China office in

and administrators in addition to giving

A s s o c i a t i o n of C h i n e s e Students and

ously h e l d include: Deputy c h i e f and

China, said she is happy that Wang will

s "China After Tiananmen Square."

"He has very good experience in diplo-

scussion is open t o the public.

g helped draft all of the important
:communi4ues issued by China and
nited Staies frol!l.
.

HH

.. a
, t �. !9.��

see American students."

Diplomatic positions Wang has previ-

Scholars from the People's Republic of

o. will speak at 8:30 p.m. in room

f the Life Science Building. His

(accept) t h e i n v i t a t i o n t o (speak at)

Eastern," she said. "He'd really like to

chief, American desk; Chinese Ministry
of Foreign Affairs; counselor for political

affairs, Chinese Embassy, Washington,

be at Eastern.

D.C.,

matic affairs between the United States

Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
1987 to 1990.

and China," Lin �aid. ''He helped estab-

lish the relationship between the United

States and China."

.

.

.

. .

.

1985 to 1987; a n d c o u n s e l o r .

In apdition, Wang represented the

.

�n.ese people's volunteers
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·g-0ne

his trip to Charleston and Eastern's cam-

While on campus Wednesday, Wang

will meet with Chinese students, faculty

s

:eoou.gl'l

•·

inese diplomat visits Eastern Wednesday
hinese diplomat will visit Eastern

W.nb;

:of Amer�:

·

"It's to get every smoker to quit for one

the United States.

ttian

kllris hiding iti Kowllit�ged US; mHp\

about

smoking is a negative behavior," Hambel

education both in Beijing, ,China, and in

4

tary..actiml against lraq du.ring � .rel�+,
.
phope �Ut-0 a televi)ij® station. · ··· ' · ,
· :. "We feel tbatool.prote�9rs. haye:-bid'" •.
.
d�n u s �W�Y:r-'e'l epo�$b an� s�!� ·

"They'll be trying to teach them that

seemed the perfect way to do it, Hambel

..

.. :C LEVlitJA,ND. (APL -'

the elementary students aware of the dan

The organization's goal is to promote

the money they paid in student fees.

in several local elementary schools.

smoking.

rganization will offer smokers a

Student member Ken Wasetis

said students should have acces!> to

..

gers of smoking.

we'll give them an apple," Hambel said.

said.

+$.aid he' was among a .gfoup

Hambel said the students will talk

"They will give us their cigarette, and

programs and the other half trying

to figure how to get funding," Price

;
·A nl�tican captiyen �
rna
'
.
...called
.. . .. . .
. .
:. y.. have
.
'•
television;.. statiph· : A.

the prevention of smoking and try to make

''

Health of University Students)

several health studies majors will perform

skits in conjunction with Eta Sigma Gamma

Michelle Hambel
Eta Sigma Gamma member

"BACCHUS (Boost Alcohol

spends half their time thinking up

funds m a y undermine existing

would modify the bylaw into a spe-

They will give us their
ci garette, and we'll give
them an apple.

was a good idea.

boards already funded by AB.

Alcazar added.

''

Executive Vice President Martha

Consciousness Concerning the

okers to trade cigarettes for apples

le a day keeps the doctor away.

would promote better program

organizations which may come for

come before the board to request

use of student fees but the proposal

"Smaller groups would come in

·
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Voting on dump
should be heard
by commission
For more than three years, the people of Clark
County have had to wait to find out if a low
level nuclear waste facility - commonly known
as "the dump" -will be located In their area.
Two years ago, the Concerned Citizens of
Oark County, a group of more than 1,000 coun
ty residents opposed to the dump, were able to
get a non-binding referendum on the ballot that
asked whether residents wanted a dump locat
ed in their county.
That referendum showed that a majority of
county residents did not want a dump.
But the Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety
went ahead with its plans to locate the dump
outside of Martinsville, a
tow n abo ut 25 mile s
- southeast of Charleston.
Former IONS Director Teny Lash pushed the
idea of the Martinsville dump siting by blatantly
misrepresenting facts.
Concerned Otlzens called Lash on his lies and
nearly single-handedly, forced a resignation.
And the Illinois Senate got interested, con
ducting an investigation into IONS operations.
The Senate's report labeled the IONS efforts
to locate the dump outside Martinsville as "mls
guided and reckless."
Now, the IONS has deaned up its Image,
hired a new dean-cut director, Thomas Ortciger,
and pledged to do the right thing in Martinsville.
Under the veneer, though, the new vantage
point from which the IONS Is considering
doesn't look that much different than the old
vantage point: Martinsville still looks like the
perfect place for a dump.
That's one of the reasons Concerned Citizens
got the same question asked two years ago put
back on the ballot in last Tuesday's election.
The results: 73.5 percent of county voters
oppose a dump In their area.
In most elections that kind of majority would
be termed a landslide, but in Clark County
things aren't that clear-cut. Efforts have failed
before: Thls may be a last chance to have a rep
resentative voice heard.
The dump-siting power now rests with a
three-member commission headed by former
lllinols Supreme Court justice Seymour Simon.
Let's hope Simon and his fellow commission
members will listen to the voice of the people,
not to the voice of the bureaucrats who gave
them this power.

War. We're consumed with It,
or at least the probability of lt.
And as a result, nothing seems
near1y as Important. The fact that
our nation Is propelllng Itself
toward recession doesn't seem to
matter anymore. With everything
happening In the Gulf, we're wlll
lng to forget about the economy.
The only problem with that Is If
war became a reality, our econo
my may be even worse off than It Jeff
Madsen
already Is.
Amidst all of this hype, the ------
only thing we haven't forgotten about Is another proba
bility: An earthquake predicted for Dec. 3. Kind of funny
how- like war- that's a disaster too.
In France, high school students have bee n protesting
for three weeks In demands for Improved education.
Here In Charleston, where our education Is no better off
by our own standards, we can only assemble 25 of
10,000 students to protest funding for education.
Yesterday was Veteran's Day; it didn't go unnoticed
without Wortd War I and II, Korean and Vietnam War vet
erans speculating on our chances of war in the Persian
Gulf. They, the ones who've been through it all, concede
that war Is Inevitable. But they, like most of us, hate the
thought: "If the politicians and hawks had to flght. kill,
suffer and die In the war they helped create, there
wouldn't be any wars or hawks," a group of Vietnam vet
erans chanted in Chicago Sunday.
President Bush called up another 150,000 troops to
the Persian Gulf, sending an International message that
we're matched up against Hussein now - man for man.
Now we're scared. War seems more real than It ever has
before. We. our generation at least, have never had to

comprehend something like this.
We're scared. Not a single newspaper In the n
does not have a front page story relating to the r
Gulf o1sls and the probability of- war.
To this point. every c.olumn on this page this week
been about - war. We've all developed our own
Few are ruling war out now, some are saying It wJI
short but bloody, a handful say we'll c.onquer In a
the majority say Bush won't wait much longer.
That's what's scariest. We really don't know
answers. Nothing Is more frustrating than not
the answers . We only know what we read in the
pers and watch on television. And in a o1sls situation
this, the Bush administration isn't about to release Its
tie plan to the media
In fact, the government Is more likely to ma
late the media, and consequently us, by getting
think directly off of the parallel they're operatln
Case in point: When the seriousness of the sa
and loan bailout and the economy hit Its peak a
weeks ago, Bush went before Congress on na
television and publicly chastised Hussein for k
American hostages in Iraq. Furthermore, he pl
America would not back down. Sure, he talked
the S &. L bailout and the economy, but not
after our blood pressures had already surged
the Persian Gulf crisis.
Our blood pressures are surging now, not out of
but out of fear fear of the unknown. Franklin
Roosevelt's most Infamous words were 'There Is
to fear but fear Itself."
Now we're forced to match up fear against reali
only problem is that one hinges on the other.
-

- ]elf Madsen is the editor in chief and a regular
nlst /Orlhe Dally Eastern News.

Editorial

,

The only thing that saves
us from the bureaucracy
is its inefficiency.
Eu(Jene
McCarthH
0
..l. 1
a

).

Shuttle bus is a good place to start

As an administrator In higher eciu�
cation who Is well aware of the crltl
cal Issues facing college campuses
on a national level, I would like to
comment on Kendra Johnson's letter
regarding the "mixed up" prior1ties
of the lnterfraternity Councll and
Student Government Association.
Ms. Johnson, I appreciate the fact
that many students on Eastern's
campus do not have cars. I further
understand that, many times, It is an
Inconvenience to arrange for rides to
and from area shoppin g centers and
grocers. I agree with you that the
Issue does Involve a "priority" sys
tem.
I firmly believe that the birth of
the lnterfraternlty Council's Idea of
a Shuttle Service was rfght in keep
ing with the growing Importance
of providing a safe social environ
ment on the college campus. The
reality of it Is this: On the national
average, college students will, in
fact, drink. Alcohol is an issue. In a
small Midwestern community
where the legal drinking age Is 21.
b u t the entry age to the local
bars/taverns is 19. alcohol ts all the
more accessible, and all the more
an issue.
Consider these facts: In a sodety
where the leading c�'i� !'.f _death
among 16 to 24 year-olds is alcohol-

related auto wrecks; where 560,000
are Injured each year in alcohol
related crashes, 43,000 of them seri
ously; more than 26,000 people die
in each year In alc.ohol-related Inci
dents; the IFC shuttle service is
Indeed a top priority! While 16 to 24
year-olds represent only 17.5 per
cent of all licensed drivers. they
were involved In 46.4 percent of the
fatal alcohol-related crashes. Two
o u t of five Americans wlll be
Involved In an alcohol-related crash
at some point In their lives. And
although It Is Illegal to sell or serve
alcohol to anyone under 21 years of
age In f!llery state In the union, more
than 90 percent of high school
seniors use alcohol before they
graduate; two-thirds are active
drinkers and one-third are "binge"
drinker - having five or more drinks
atone time.
Mindful of the fact that less than
one-fourth of undergraduates can
legally consume alcohol, the
lnterfraternlty Councli is trying to
promote responsible alcohol use.
lnterfraternity Councils, as well as
their member fraternities, are active
ly Involved In educational, proactive
programs about alcohol abuse on
campuses across the nation. Frater
nities are leaders among colleg�
groups promoting PEER intervention

strategies for dealing with
and its relationship to the
social scene. £astern's Intern
Council is no exception to this
The lnterfraternity Coun
Student Government As
proactive stance on this I
be commended. If students
tinue to provide a safe envl
(for fellow students) by pr
such precautionary measures
IFC shuttle service, we wlll
anteed that the social gr
r1ence at Eastern wlll take In
controlled, more comfo
ronment.
Ms. Johnson, again, my
are with you regarding u
tlon to and from local me
However, to date, the I
transportation of shopping
hardly competes with the
issue or "priority" of drln
driving. Ms. Johnson. It Is
that after being enlightened
national trends on alcohol
incidents involving colle
individuals, you'll see th
through more educated
and yes, you too will see
shuttle service as a top prio

.

- Eileen Sullivan ls the a
£.astern's gree.k system dl)d
td/lt director ofStudent Ac ·
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enate votes to assist
tanczak hiring probe
or (Chancellor) Layzell."

In other business, economics

r more than an hour in exec

session, the Faculty Senate

·

ed unanimously Tuesday to

Board of Governors' investi

David Stanczak with the cur

BOG probe of allegedly uneth

hirmg practices under Verna
1rong. Ea�tem's vice president
inistration and finance.

senate went into closed ses-

IO discuss the senate executive

ittee's Nov. 7 meeting with

czak and BOG Chancellor
Layzell. The meeting dealt

·

the investigation. Member:; of

senate on the committee were

David Carpenter, John Miller
tricia Fewell.

ough specific details of the

are unknown, the senate
lease a statement of coopera
with the n
i vestigation.
·

g

the statement, the senate.

II and Eastern president Stan

urged any individual with

ent information to contact

y individual who feels he/she
Ileen pressured, intimidated or
n

as a result of the investi

should

contact

Mr.

professor Hal Nordin gave a report
on his Nov.

9 meeting with Rives
freez.e

regarding an alleged hiring
for Eastern faculty.

Nordin said Rives told

him there
is

i� no hiring freeze. but there

selective hiring to fill vacant

tions.

According to Nordin, the

posi

reason

for the selecti\!e hiring currently
tal<ing place is monies spent by

the

university have exceeded the l .9

percent of state appropriated

funds,

which forces Rives not to fill all the

positions that are left vacant by
attrition.

Nordin said there isn't much that

Rives can do since he has to find

more money internally.

The decision to replace a posi

tion or not to replace a position is
ultimately left up to Rives after he
receives the n
i formation from the

college deans and the university's
vice presidents.

'This doesn't make the faculty

happy at all," Nordin said. "This
means there is the same work load
distributed among a fewer amount

of people."

In still other business, the senate

decided to table discussion of the

zak," Carpenter said as he

creation of a survey that would

seceived by the Faculty Senate

ees are afraid to volunteer informa

the statement. "Any informa

be forwarded to (Mr.) Stanczak

AJ. Walker employee George TuMiler holds a slow sign as construction continues on a ne\\' road connect'
ing Ninth to 18th streets

Applications available Wednesday
for Miss Black EI U 1 99 1 conte·stants

By CATHY BEHRENDT
Staff wri
t er

measure whether Eastern employ
tion to the BOO n
i vestigators.

eek chapters plan food drive
on Thursday.

On Friday, the food

will be taken to a food pantry,

where the canned goods will be dis

Young women interested in

becoming the next Miss Black EIU
can pick up applications Wednes

day through Monday from noon to
3 p.m. in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.

Contestants must pay a $20 entry

fee.
This year's Miss Black

are hosting Thanksgiving din

EIU will
not only receive a crown, but also a

"We would like Charleston resi

Other prizes will include U.S.

tributed to various organizations

that

ners.

dents and Eastern students to help
needy Charleston residents have a

nice Thanksgiving," Hasty said.

Residents that do not receive

sacks and would still like to make a

Spnng Break trip for two.

Savings Bonds, jewelry and a
year's subscription to Essence mag

gown.

During the evening gown cate

gory contestants will be quizzed on
their knowledge of current events.

Contestants will have the oppor

tunity to vote for their fellow con
testants for the title of Ms.
Congeniality and Ms. Together.

Marlene Luckett, the pageant\

student coordinator, said the

pageant is not only about competi
tion.
"Girls shouldn't look at the

pageant as a competition. The

whole idea is cultural awareness -

you present to your peers what your

"We want to encourage as many

Pageant organizers are also

young ladies as possible to enter the

Lincoln Ave., on Thursday, Nov.

Student Union advisor.

the sacks.

are judged in four different cate-

15. Local businesses are donating

gories; talent, creative expression,
African garment and evening

azine. All contestants will receive a

plaque for participating.

donation may take food items to

Domino's Pizza, located at 667

AMBER GflMESIS1aff photographer

Road work

pageant," said

Ceci Brinker, Black

According to Brinker, entrants

black heritage means to you."

encouraging the greek system to
participate.

"We want each fraternity to

sponsor two girls from their sweet
heart organizations," Luckett said.

In addition, the fraternity or

sorority that solicits the most adver

tising from local businesses for the
pageant will earn recognition.

Katherine Moses, the 1990 Miss

Black

EIU said she is enthusiastic
,

about this year's pageant.

"The pageant is a great stepping

stone to other pageants - it's excit

ing to think I might crown a future
Miss Black America," Moses

said.

Because of the large amount

preparation for the spring pageant.

Moses said she hopes more stu

dents will come out to participate.

In the last few years. the pageant

has drawn just four to six contes
tants.

"It takes so much work to put the

see at
12 girls this year."
Miss Black EIU 1991 will be

pageant out. We're hoping to
least

crowned Saturday Feb. 23 in the

Grand Ballroom of the University
Union.

· refig hter ends battle over wei g ht d ispute
City Attorney Brian Bower said Wheeler

recently signed legislation that changes the

National Association to Advance Fat

that he would be considered for the posi

departments.

iar with the type of test Wheeler took and

waived the rights to back pay and seniority

effect January I , it (an applicant's weight)

standard.

dismissed the lawsuit under the condition
leston firefighter Jamie Wheeler is

into his new JOb - ending a battle

die department\ height/weight ratio
ments.

ler was denied a position on the

nt because his weight exceeded

uired maximum weight. He is 6 feet
s tall and weighs about

246 pounds

pounds over the required rate.
ler. 34, filed a law suit against the
ent, and later settled out of court.

result he was granted a position on the
ent on Oct. 3 1 .

tion. In the settlement agreement, Wheeler

in exchange for a chance to complete the

application, Bower said.

test, which is used by some Illinois police
"Under this new law. which goes into

won't matter (as much)," Smyser said.

He said under the law, if applicants pass

Bob Smyser. chairman of Charleston\ Fire

everything but the height/weight ratio. it

height/weight requirement has changed since

more than the weight requirement, however,

and Police Board, said the importance of the
Wheeler originally took the test

"At that time the physical agility test had

doesn't count against them. If applicants fail
they fail the entire test, Smyser said.

"I don't think it's (the test) discriminato

Just because (a person is overweight) 1s no
reason to disqualify them across the
board," Smith said.

"I would like to see other states take

lllinois' lead (in changing the test)," Smith

added. "(It's) definitely progressive."

the (other) qualifications."

to do their jobs.

finally got the job and that's what I want. I

Smyser said Gov. James Thompson

are in jeopardy fire personnel must be able
Sally Smith, executive director of the

LADIES NO COVER!
*PLUS*

50¢

Silbing Rivalry (PG13) 7.15

··our position is that height/weight

(ratios) are irrelevant (for employment).

ry,'' Smyser said, adding that when lives

Smyser said. "(But) Mr. Wheeler did have

LADIES NIGHT

7:00

opposes the use of the height/weight ratio

a threshold weight. which he didn't pass,"

E.L. KRACKERS
is THE ONLY
PLACE FOR

Quigley Down Under (PG13)

Acceptance, said her organization is famil

RAIL DRINKS

ALL NIGHT

•

WE PROUDLY SERVE

FOR EVERYONE!

80 PROOF OR BEITER LIQUORS

'Tm satisfied," Wheeler continued. "I

(just) wanted the job."
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Officials say
scrap the l imit
on state tuition

TWICE AS NICE

4-lcy Coors Light
i n an le B ucket
refills
On Iv 4 00 $3.50

$.

SPRINGFIELD (AP) - State

Nov. 1 7 : "Chicago's Poor Boys"
-

university officials told a legislative
panel Tuesday that Illinois should

Party Rooms available for your
Pnvate or Public Functions
345-9066 or 348-801 8

scrap a widely ignored policy limit
ing tuition to one-third of the cost
ofeducation.
But students disputed the offi

TRY OUR TWO FOR 1 PRICE
2 Large Single Ingredient

cials' arguments at a meeting of the
General Assembly's Joint Com

Pizzas for

mittee on College Tuition. a panel
of lawmakers, university officials

$ 1 4. 7 5
JERRY'S PIZZA

and students set up to make recom
mendations on tuition policy.
A report issued in August by
state Auditor General Robert

Cronson said seven of the state's 12
public campuses violate advisory
guidelines limiting tuition to one
third of educational costs.

•••

New Item!

$ 199

BRATWURST & FRENCH FRIES

CORNER OF 4TH & LINCOLN

345-2844

WE DELIVER LUNCH & DINNER

Students at the University of

Illinois' Urbana campus, for exam

ple, pay more than half the cost.

Congratulations

The tuition guidelines are merely
advisory and don't limit tuition

to the

increases approved by the govern
ing boards of Illinois' four public

Fall 1 9 9 1 Kho Chi ' s

university systems.
Craig Bazzani, University of
Illinois vice president for business
. and finance, said universities
should retain authority to choose
any tuition level within a set range.
He also suggested universities
include more expenses - such as
retirement plans and interest on
debts - when figuring the cost of
students· educations.
But students argued that tuition
increases during the 1980s have
forced many students to attend col
lege

all.

in other states or not attend at

They called for continuing the
one-third limit and even writing
tuition limits into law so universi
ties would feel more pressure to
comply.
"Right now

the Board of Higher

Lisa Akkers
Elena Angelos
Susan Baum
Jodi Baumgardner
Tedra Brown
Nikki Bryant
Lori Buccola
Erin Buckman
Jennifer Callahan
Monica Carey
Jenny Channell
Julie Chlebos
Brenda Chop
Kristin Dabrowski

Education doesn't seem willing to
enforce the policy," said tuition
committee member Gail Stem, a

Elizabeth Downing
Kim Flower
Chrissy Fowles
Carey Hull
Jennifer tlurckles
Cathy Jepson
Wend y Johnson
Jennifer Kemp
Carrie Krieger
Aimee Legner
Catherine Lucas
Lisa Mayer
Jennifer Meder

Looking forward to a great year!
Marnie Hamel & Meghan Neirynck

Kelly Melvin
Traci Neff
Sharon Olds
Bridget Paulek
Laura Raymond
Amy Schleuter
Joann Shemroski
Heidi Sulkko
Gayle Szykowny
Wendy Thompson
Cara Wasilewski
Jill White
Lynn Worshek
Nicole Wydra

University oflllinois student

"If we say we want to enforce it,

let's give it to someone who can."
A major teachers' union weighed n
i

on the students' side.
Mitch

Vogel.

president

of

University Professionals of Illinois,
said abandoning the one-third limit
would continue the trend toward
more student support of educational

Corner of
4th & Lincoln

345-1200

costs and less public support.
"We are now most alarmed that
our campuses are rapidly becom
ing public-assisted campuses
rather than public-supported."
Vogel said.

"It has forced faculty and staff to

make choices about staying for less
money in Illinois . . . or starting
careers all over again in different
pans of the nation."

·

President Thomas Wallace of
Illinois State University said the

state is unlikely to increase support
for universities dramatically.

2 DAYS ONLY
EARLY CHRISTMAS SALE ON ALL
SPORTSWEAR !
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$29.95
WEAVE SWEATSHIRTS
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JERSEYS

1 /3 OFF
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SHORTS

1/3 OFF
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Send a friend

..

special sweetie a Christmas Personal
in The Daily Eastern Nel1vs!

or

your

The personals wi// appear Dec. 3.
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tonite at

ONIGHT AT

THIRSTY'S
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Navy cook Joseph Abbott.
m Saudi Arabia as part of
auon Desert Shield. won
Tuesday in the Illinois lot
He lost out on a chance at a $2
jackpot, though.
'
s good enough for me." said
It, 32. who arrived in the
dcsen on Sept I . "Just get
k home with my family and
a happy camper the rest of

.

.

·

bbott, a native of DeSoto,
.. bought an instant lottery
in June and was among seven
ists picked Oct. 1 5 with a
10 win $2 million.
was guaranteed $10.000 by

becoming a finalist. although he
didn't learn of his selection until
four days ago.
A 14-year veteran of the Navy,
he earns $17.500 a year as a cook.
He is stationed with Navy Fleet
Hospital No. 5 in the Persian Gulf.
Abbott plans to use the money
for his marriage, which has been
put on the back burner during the
U.S. buildup in the gulf region fol
lowing the Aug. 2 invasion of
Kuwait by Iraqi forces.

ilken may have earned
other $ 1 bi l l io n i n 1 980s
HINGTON (AP)

-

Fonner

bond financier Michael
- once paid $550 million in
year by Drexel Burnham
Inc. may have received
'tional $ I billion during the
congressional investigators
-

nnation from the General
ting Office indicates that
t 30 limited partnerships
formed with other Drexel
yees paid out as much as $2
between 1981 and 1989, a
subcommittee staffer said
y. confirming earlier pub

reports.

much as $ 1 bi l lion of the
y went to Milken himself,
the source, who spoke on

condition of anonymity.
There was no indication how
much of that amount was actual
profit, and the amount attributed
to Milken was only an estimate
based on larger sums paid out by
the partnerships.
Milken's sentencing in a mas
s i vcc._ Wall Street fraud case is

Mother's . . .
7 5 <t Large Drafts
$2 Lilr Quarts
"Free BBQ 8t Chips
with Purchase"
Open at 6

ONE OF EIUS
MOST UP AND
COMING BANDS

c./tl.art y 's

COLOR
BLIND

Wedn esday at

7 5 ¢ Large Drafts
99¢ Brats
•

hick'n'Cheezy
Tonite: T
pizza by the sHce $1.25

SUPERDRAITS s 1 00

•••

Gil)

Gil)

FO R D

Attention
E.I.U. FACULTY AND STUDENTS

expected to be scheduled soon.
He could be sentenced up to 28
years in prison.
One of the nation's richest
men, Milkin already has paid a
record $600 million in penalties.
He pleaded guilty in April to
six felonies, incl uding conspiracy,
securities violations and tax fraud
for his role in the Wall Street
scandals of the 1980s.
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OLLEGE OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION

EC SPO RTS SHO RTS

ice: Lantz Room

147

Telephone:

ENTRY DEADLINES
erlifting (M,W)
TODAY
ick·s 3 on 3 Basketball (M,W) ................................................Thur., Nov. 29
minton Doubles (M,W,CR) ....................................................Thur., Nov. 29
CR=Co-Rec
W=Women
=Men
*Enter "on the spot"
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

581 -2821

SCHICK SUPER HOOPS 3 ON 3 BASKETBALL
WHO: Men's and Women's Competition
WHEN: Event will be held on Tuesday, Dec. 4 at 7:00pm on the Lantz Gym
main floor.
HOW TO ENTER: Team captains must turn in a roster completed with all
team members' signatures and social security numbers to the Rec Sports
Office, Lantz 147, with a valid Student ID or Fae/Staff Rec card.

POWER LIFTING

GAME PARAMETERS: Teams consist of 3 players with 1 substitute. Games
will be 8 minute halves with 1 minute intermission.

HO: Men's and Women's Team & Individual Competition
EN'S WEIGHT CLASSES: 123, 132, 149, 165, 182, 198, 220, & unlimited.
to wear same color shirts to distinguish them from their opponents.
WOMEN'S WEIGHT CLASSES: 97, 106, 114, 123, 132, 149, 165, & unlimited.
Teams that fail to comply with this rule will not be allowed to participate.
WHEN: Meet will be held on Thursday, Nov. 15 at 6:00pm.
RULES: Rules may be obtained from the Rec Sports Office.
WEIGH-INS: Thursday, Nov. 15 from 12-1 pm & 4-5pm.
WHERE: Competition w�l be h�d in �e Lantz Fttness Ce�e� We�h�ns w�l be �------�
held in the hall by the Equipment Room.
EET PARAMETERS: The 3 events for the meet will be the Bench Press,
WHO: Men's and Women's Doubles Competition
Deadlift, and Squat. The event will be in the format of a 7 Lift Wild Card Meet.
ntries must be turned into the Rec Sports Office, Lantz 147. Additional informa- W H E N : Play begins Monday, Dec. 3 at 8:00 pm nightly i n the Lantz
Fieldhouse.
tion and rules are also available.
HOW TO ENTER: At least 1 member of a doubles team must pre-register at
EQUIPMENT: Teams must supply their own basketballs. Teams are required

BADMINTON DOUBLES

--------1

THANKSGIVING HOURS

ERE WILL BE N O RECREATIONAL SPORTS PROGRAMS TUESDAY,
NOV. 20 THROUGH SUN DAY, NOV. 25. LANTZ BUILDING WILL
CLOSE ON TUESDAY, NOV. 20 AT 4:30 PM, & WILL REOPEN ON MON
DAY, NOV. 26 AT 8:00 AM.

the Rec Sports Office, Lantz 147, with a valid Student ID or Fae/Staff Rec
card.
INFORMATION:

Upon registering, individuals must select to play in a

Monday or Tuesday evening tournament. The winners from each nightly
tournament will advance to a tournament on Wednesday to establish the
All Unviersity Champion.
MATCH PARAMETERS: A match consists of the best 2 out of 3 games to 11

**

AWARDS**

FREE SCHICK RAZORS WILL BE GIVEN TO ALL PARTICIPANTS! The
winning mens & women's teams will receive Schick Super Hoops t-shirts
and gym bags plus Intramural Champion t-shirts.
'Entries taken beginning Monday, Nov. 19, 1990.

points.
EQUIPMENT: All equipment is provided.
SPACE IS LIMITED-SO ENTER EARLY!!
Entries taken beginning Monday, Nov. 19, 1990.
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than

one

day s

Opening for 1 female for

bedroom furnished apartment.

room and 1 female intern

1 Sth St. MWF, 1-4 p.m.; T,Th, 9

Pagliai's Pizza 1600 Lincoln

month and some utilities. Call

348-7746.

student to share apar

Julie 345-4961

1217
Female Subleasor Spring '91.

across street from EIU. Six

Own room. Call 348-0459

Martha at 345-5739

Other

times

by

rentals.

___

will be published i n t h e
Ads cannot be canceled

and/or Summer 1991. Own room,

______

ca11/14,15
ADOPTION Not just a Mommy

laundry

typesetting, much more - LOW

credit may be billed.

PRICES, large selection of paper.

revised,

rejected,

or

-

-

..

aides

with

Leah collect alter 6 pm
2227.

expense

11/16

1915

Great location. Call

S.

Get some hot information on ways to pay for school!

9th

PSI CHI will have a meeting tonight at 6:30 in the Psych. lounge.

INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will have HO

Bob or

tonight at 9:00 p.m in the University Union on the 3rd floor. HO

Darren 345-9432
_______

a corporate prayer meeting where students can go to prese.

11119

prayer needs to God. NEWCOMERS ALWAYS WELCOME!

Two female subleasers needed

217-245-

WESLEY FOUNDATION AT EIU will have a student led

for Spring 91 term. If interested

paid.

Communion Service tonight at 9:30 p.m. at the Wesley

please call 345-9103.
_______

Methodist Church. Everyone is welcomed to this half hour s

11/20

paid

travel,

invited to share in the Lords Supper without regard to church
4:00 p.m. in Coleman 210. Attention members in order to be
a
·

you must attend 50% of the meetings.

an
NEEDED 1 OR 2 ROOMMATES

opportunity of a lifetime! Call

FOR

now

581-6008

$150

_______

utilities 5 blocks from campus.

348-8218

Ask for Kina 345-3220

_______

11/20

_______

ACROSS

Eastern New s

5 Neb. Indian.

CLASSIFIED Ao FORM

10 Fuzzy Zoeller's
forte

office by noon one business day before the date of the event.

furnished

an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a C
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday,

per month. Call Jramb and

Sunday event.) Clips submitted alter deadline WILL NOT be

21 7·234-4700

Associates.

No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or

between 9 am and noon.

11114

conflicting information will not be run.

11/14

_______

" Ardent swam

so Leroy Anderson
hit

!54 "Th e --. "
Leroy Anderson
hit

34 Letters on the
Pinafore

se Equipment

57 "-- a man . . . "
35 "The --,"
58 Knowing
Leroy Anderson 59 Poetic isle
17 Hopper medium
hit
60 Hawaii's state
18 Leroy Anderson 39 Sh os ho nean
bird
hit
40 lnter -61 A l ovely Sophia
20 Li ke Leroy
41 Street sh ow
e2 By oneself
Anderson's
42 -- Sea (calm,
musical cat
weedy area)
22 S low , in music
DOWN
45 Big name in
23 Super-duper
films
1 Square-ended
24 Nothing more
41 Pay, at poker
boat
than
47 Jones o r
2 Many a recital
Crockett
25 Fidel-piece
15 Wis. cOTlege

18 Gallic girlfriend

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

_______

0 No

O Yes

bedroom

33 Sad song , 1n
Lisbon

14 Gator's co usin

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
Name: _
_
_
_
_
_

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

One

apartment near Old Main. $250

28 Quick. witty
answer
32 Famed fighter
of oil-well fires

t Garage activity

any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastem

00

______

11115

person at Coach Eddy's or call

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day

348-7746.

2-3 girls. $160 month. 1/3 -1/4

ideas, portfolio required. Apply in

today at 4:00 p.m. in the Mac Lab. All welcome.

1/2 bath, dishwasher, free

laundry facilities. 1 0 1 7 Woodlawn

FOR

6627

11/16

Wanted graphic artist, fresh new

Students

1

EVERYTHING! MUST SEEi 345-

Basketball.

LOST &.. FOUND

ONLY

NATIONAL ASSOC. OF BLACK JOURNALISTS will have a

2 bedroom furnished apa.rtment,

SUBLEASE.

SPRING

RENT

Women's

_______

·

STUDENT SOCIETY FOR ECONOMICS will have a meeting

make friends. Don't miss this

ANNOUNCl.MlNTS

Dates to run

Spring Sem. House

opportunity to meet people and

FOil SALl

Phone:

ROTC will have a scholarship seminar tonight at 6:00 p.m. in

11/20

Flexible hours, great benefits, all

FOil RlHT

Address:

south of Lawson Hall. There will be a "Linger Longer" alter the

2 male subleasors needed for

Confidential.

1217

the Rock" tonight at 7:00 p.m. at the Christian Campus Ho

______

ROOMMAru

The

Collect

Legal/Medical

meeting tonight at 5:30 p.m. in Buzzard Auditorium.

CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have a musical "let's

TWO PROGRAM A�SISTANTS:

Su\llCES 0mam
Hu.r WANJll>
WANJU>
AoomoN
RIDlS/RIDUS

oa11y

Scott

our lives and love. Call Bob and

am and 4 pm. M-F E/O/E

DIRECTORY

and

_______

special little someone to share

18th St. Charleston. Between 9

advertisement.

information.

We are seeking to adopt a

developmentally

in residential facility. Apply at 738

an

happy to answer any questions

_______

disabled adults on weekend shifts

any reason i t becomes

campus. Call Tony 345-4761 for

(618)462-9807

A.C.E.I. (Association for Childhood Education International) will

1 99 1 . Mar-Car apts. close to

paid. Confidential. We will be

Caroline

- ··
-

Sociology Lounge 3rd floor Coleman Hali.

1 1 120

Subleasor needed for Spring

you have about us, just call

individuals to work as habilitation

assumes n o liability if for
omit

.

_______

Medical and legal expenses

Now accepting applications for

The Daily £astern News

to

.

.

EASTERN ILLINOtS STUDENTS & COMMUNITY CONCE
ABOUT PEACE will have a meeting tonight at 6:00 p.m.

mo, 1/2 utilities. Parking 1 block

lives with an adopted baby.

· .·w····.···· ·· 1
-

ETA SIGMA GAMMA will have a meeting tonight at 6:00 p.m.
Lantz Club Rm. There will be pizza.

11/16

from campus. 348-5338

who want to share our happy

;.;1 \ � .: �·y>
.

canceled at any time.

necessary

Uncles, and lots of Cousins too.

9/20-00

at the Office of Student Activities room 3 1 6 or call 581-3829.

to

Female Roommate needed $165

We are a young infertile couple

______

.

_______

waiting...Grandparents, Aunts.

COPY-X 2 0 1

close

Recruitment Nov. 14-20 from 12-3 p.m. at MLK University Union.
entry fee is required. The orientation meeting will be Nov. 19at1

campus. 348-1433

are

Daddy

and

facilities,

BLACK STUDENT UNION will have 1990-91 Miss Black EIU P

11114

parking available at a monthly

resume packages. typing copies,

be

_______

tired of tickets? Off-campus

accounts with established

Eastern News is subject to

Legal.

Judy/Ken 800/873-4291 .

Lincoln, 345-6313. RESUMES,

submitted to The Dally

baby.

Female subleaser for Spring

CHARLESTON

Advertising

your

more info. 348-8738

Confidential. Expenses Paid. Call

00

Only

may

awaits

______

Classified ads must be

Pinetree #2. Own room Call for

home (with a playful puppy!!)

& 6pm.

after the 2 p.m. deadline.

Female Subleasor needed for

and opportunity. A secure, happy

oo

rate. Call 345-5022 between Sam

following days newspaper.

_11/19

life with endless love, laughter,

of getting towed away? Are you

ads processed after 2 p.m.

ca 11/13-20, 26·

___

leave message 348-1323.

baby the gilt of life. Let us fill that

Attention Students! Are you tired

next days publication. Any

and

ADOPTION: Yol) have given your

______

deadline to appear in the

lease. available Jan. 1 .

1/3 utilities, close to campus,

oo

month with this ad. 348-7746.

11/29

9th St., house, own room. $100 +

Carlyle

Mini storage rentals. $5 off per

All classified advertising

�-----

Female Roommate needed. S.

12/7

______

must meet t h e 2 p.m.

approval

11114

_______

348-7746.

appear in the next edition.

All

_______

Rentals. $39 for Spring Semester.

2812. A corrected ad will

advance'.

Available Spring Semester 2

free cable, close to campus. $165

Microwave

errors immediately at 581-

in

Subleasor: 1 female, own room,

time. Apply in person after 4 pm.

__

Incorrect insertion. Report

paid

Delivery person needed part

papers. Next IO Monical's, 903-

appointment. 345-1150.

cannot be responsible for
more

"MY SECR ETARY" Resumes,

a.m.-noon.

The Daily £astern News

.

Ad to read:

39
42

3 Lounge about
4

/

�

Under Cla

n"code (office use only)

Expiratio

Person accepting ad

Payment:

0 Check

-=+.::+�..:+=:.i

-=+.::+�::.i

or in bad taste.

17 ESPN-8

WTW0-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7,

Night Court

News

News

Sportscente r

Preview

Entmt. Tonight

Cosby Show

College

48 Hours

Wonder Years

Basketball

Pains

GuinessS

M steries

Hunter

WIOU

11 Delete

29 Rose protector

12

Italian resort

31 Glacial ridge

WGN-10, 9

WILL-12,

Dream of Jeannie

MacNeil Lehrer

Night Court

Newshour

Movie:

Sc ie n tific...

Murder, She
Wrote

Bachelor's

Frontiers

Movie : Dead

Daughters

Korea: The

Married Peo le

Re k nin

rts

WCCU-24,

Toni ht Show

M'A'S'H

Love Conn.

Current Affairs

Nightline

BBall Mag

Crime

Late N ight

Hard Copy

Into the Night

BBallQuiz

Story

.

� . . . ..

WEIU-29,

Rendezous

News Scan

Night Court

World Monitor

Disney

Movie:

Undersea

Stripes

Safari

Movie:

51

Wings

Sudie &

Miami Vice

H.S. S

Simpsom

Gunsmoke

Prof1les..Nature

s

rtsCenter

Night Court

'Allol 'Allo'

Tracey Ullman

Andy Griffith

Undersea

Matt Helm

Movie:

Molly Dodd

Arsenio Hall

Safari

Genevieve

Moonlighting

I

f

I f

I

I

I

I

I

Be yond 2000

Movie

Hawa11 5·0
'

.

27 DISC-28

Cheers

rts Action

Co mbat

World Alive

News

.

1987film

48 Surface of water 55 - - Jima

38 Voice boxes

L.A. Law

News

News

.

47 Inventor famed
for plows

37 Want badly

Walters

.. .

'5 Actor Beatty

36 Rustic

E.N.G.

Unknown War

Barbara

"Once more

49Unfold
50 Excel
51 Space he
52 Peacock 's
53 Cartoonist
54 "· Men,

33 Bogus

12 Life-13

USA-9
MacGyver

News

. .

30 Roast host

24 She abetted
Jason

Doogie Howser

Growin

Jake and the

21 Proportio n

21 Foxy
�--.-...
swashbuckler

The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous

Unsolved

10 Collect

19 Wife of Zeus

15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.

DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11 :00
11 :30

27 M o re rational

13 Charge

thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word

43 Mature germ
cell

H Sanctums

9 Vine of the
mi lkweed fam ily

0 Credit

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day

P.M.

25 -- bel li

8 -- pollo1
-----

Check number

each consecutive day.

60

7 Take down -
(h um ble)

Compositor _
_
_
_
_

_____

O Cash

57

6 Kanga's creator

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

no. words/days_
_
_
_
_
_.
Amount due:$

Rapturous

5 Shakespe arean
duke

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
cation of: _

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

'O

11

�

'

•

'

..

.

. .

I

• ,

Capt. Midnight
Streets of
San Francisco

LASSIFIED ADVERTISING
!" ....
I ...

Foa IENT. ---_
.
-.J

......_

easors needed for Spring
. Big House on 10th and
n. Parking. $ 1 50/month.
78.

or two Female roommates
for spring sem. Own
and bathroom available.

per month. 348-0423.

__, 1 1/15
r-=-=� �
"'."'"'." �
Subleasor(s) for Spring.
Place Apt. 345·4314 for

_
_
_
_

Mobile Home for rent. Second
semester. Call 345·6052.
______1f/20
1 bedroom apartment available in
Dec./Jan. $255. Lincolnshire
apts. pool. Catt Pat or leave
message 345-8627
______11/20
Subleasors needed Spring,
house furnished, close to
campus, own room wldol.ble bed,
sink, cable. $140, 345-4786.

_
_
_
_
_ 11/20
Need subleasor for beautiful two
-

_11120

bedroom
person,
one
NANTUCKET apartment for
Spring Semester. 345-2363.
______11/20
- -11116
�
� �
Spnng Se
mester, cozy
apt. 1 block from campus.
348·5338
11/16

11120
Rent? Homes for $1.00,
. Gov't
give
away
sl For Information 504·
0 EXT. R-9202
_
_
_
_ 11/27
.,...
.. _
_
roomma1e needed: Two
from
campus.
mo. plus electric. Call
at 345·9194 and leave
11116
apartment for 1 or 2 for
Semester near EIU. Call
57
!='.-:
11120
....
..,..,..
�
�
NT: Female subleasor
for Spring Semester.
Hause on Polk Street, own
$130:mo. Call 348·8092.
Christy. Can move in
___

treak.

FOR SAl.l
81 Honda 400cm Custom wind
jammer dependable looks great
$650 OBO 345·1164 Dave.
12fl
30 wait per channel receiver
loader $150 and green Iguana 3
ft long excellent health and tame
$159 phone 348·0442
------� 1217
RED BELLY PIRANHAS, LARGE
AND
SMALL.
WITH
OR
WITHOUT TANKS $5 TO $75
345·1164 MIKE.
----1
----� 2fl
1989 CAMERO RS T·TOPS
Power locks A/C cassette V-8
automatic w/overdrlve 100,000
warranty call 581 ·3231 AFTER
10 P.M. OR 356·3229 $1 0,000
neg.
----� 217
�-1
Curtis Mathis Hl·FI camera VCR
19 in stereo monitor all remote

$4000 new take $800. 348·5460.

�---1
----� 217
Realistic Logic controlled AM·FM
auto reverse car casset1e $325
new in box take $175. 348-5460.

�1217
.;. _:_
. _
....
:::;:;.
;..:=
___;

:._
_

Realistic Mach two speakers
Marantz 130W EQAMP Sankyo
cassette deck technics turntable
$400. 348·5460.
1217
___
--:11 /16
-:-:-:-:�
subleasor ( 1 or 2) for
Own room in furnished
building 1 112 blocks
us with parking. Rent
utilities. Call Cindy at

lvin

and

Scooter 1987 Yamaha 80cc two
seater, low Mileage, economical
$900 O.B.O. Call Todd 581 ·5926
___1217
__
1978 Mustang II 325.00 OBO.
Great for campus in winter. Call
Dan anytime 348-5592.

:

foa SAu:

____I_, I LosT &. fouND I I ANN

__
___
__

Dennon/JVC Stereo System
$1500 and a Fisher 100 WATT
Stereo System $1000. Call after
4:00 p.m. 348-5350.
_______12fl
Braided rugs. oval and round. red,
blue, green $5·$15. Almost new
rollbar wldriving lamps for m1ni

truck $60. 345·2473 after 2 p.m.

_______ 12fl
Harley Davidson Motorcycle
Jacket. Like new my price $190
OBO call 348·8781
____12fl
___
IS IT TRUE ... JEEPS FOR $44
THROUGH THE U.S. GOV'T?

CALL FOR FACTS! 504-649·
5745 EXT. S-9202
______11/19
GOVERNMENT SEIZED vehides
from $100 Fords. Mercedes.
Corvettes. Chevys Surplus. Your
area. 1 ·805·687·6000 Ext. S·
9997
______1�12
1982 Red Subaru 2 DR. 4 speed.
$1,000. Call after 7:30 p.m. 345·
9160

----1
----� 2fl
Five pleoe beginner Drum Kit with
cymbals and hardware. $300
O.B.O. Call Andy at 348-0699
--------� 1 2fl
LEATHER JACKET, black, XL,
top brand, worth $400 new, 3
years old. $200, call 348-8269
----� 217
1
-BRAND
NEW
GIBSON
EPIPHONE LES Paul with Hard
shell case. $350 080. 345-6248
____1V7
Personalized Miller Lite Genuine
Draft Drivers shirts wipatches.
Make great gifts! $25.00
delivered. 235·1932 8 am-9 pm.
__
1217
__
BOSE 301 series speakers one
year old. Four years left on
warranty. $250 581-3780

Kart Knilhng 314 violin with case •
1n very good playing condition.
Call 348·8667 after 5 p.m.
$250.00
____12fl
___
1982 Pontiac Trans Am, Black,
8cy1. 4 spd., t-tops, great shape:
69,000 miles. Fully loaded, must
seel $4500 OBO Call 581 ·6559.
___1217
__
Microwave oven for sale. Only
$75. Also, used furniture. Call
348-n46.
___
1217
__

Hobbes

� S\>R.t TURl-tE.O 11{1�
�"l\Pl\o� 00� �\EN
l'O.lt\0 OVT [ AA�1
S°'IH£\) �'( 0\C>�
T �\\£N If W�
��
��'{

So 'NI'> \'5 0�£.
�A..'{ LA1£ ' 't(\{t-.\S
1\\1::' B\G Off\\. ?.'

BICYCLE WHEEL found south of
campus by University Court.
Claim at DEN front desk, Room
127 Buzzard Building.
______11/15
2 car keys and a car alarm LOST
Nov. 8 in the Rathskeller Keys say
Toyota. Reward. Call 581·3143
______ 11/15

I AN

NOUNClMINIS

I

Quick cash. Highest prices for
jewelry, gold, silver, anything of
value. The Pawn Shop. 348·1011
--------� 1217
Spacious Studio Apartments for
sublease Spring 91. Call after 7
pm 348-8060
____ca.
__
1116,14,16
1991 NUDE COED CALENDER
featuring nude Illinois college
women. Mall $9.95 to. COED
CALENDER P 0 BOX 434 E
DEKALB, IL. 60115 EIU MODEL
FEATURED.
____1V6
__
PFC PAM O'CONNER: Yellow
ribbons are everywhere! We are
all praying for your safe return.
God be with you. Merry
Christmas. Denise.
______11/16

VANESSA FADER, Get psyched
l·week will be greatl Good luck on
Nationals. Tau love, Mom.
__11/14
PHI SIG LAMBDAS · Good luck
on Nationals! You'll all do great!
Love, The Actives.
11/14
JODI KNOTT • Congratulations
on getting engaged! It seems like
yesterday we were in the third
grade. I love you and I know
you'll be happy! Sig Kap love and
all of mine • Mel
______11 14
Kathy Warner, DON'T WORRY
BE HAPPYI Good luck on
Nationals - and don't forget that
rose! Your Phi Sig Mom BETH.
11/14
Michelle & Debbie: Good Luck on
Nationals. You have made us so
proud of you. Tau Love Mom &
PopsI
______11/14
Sig Kaps! Thank you so very
much for the nowers & balloons.
You make h all worth while. Love,
your advisors.
______11/14

by

Bill Watterson

WEDNES
D AY

NOV. 14. 1 990

g
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NTS I I AN

OUNClME

DIAL 911 + 1 for an awesome
tan at the European Tan Spa.
New price structure! Check us
outl
____ca11/14,16
___
TOTAL • for your textboOkS, today
vote TOTAL.
-_
_
_
_
_
_ 11/14
LISA FREEMANTLE: Thanks for
making Sig Kap Formal so
wonderful! We love youl
_______11/14
MELINDA PULLEN and DANIKA
KEMMIS: Congratulations on
your new Panhel offices! Love,
your Sig Kap sisters.
------ 11114
Make the right choice vote
TOTAL TODAY!
____11/14
Tri Sigma Pledges: You guys are
doing AWESOME!! Keep up the
great work. Love. The Actives.
11/14
Today is the day, Vote TOTAL!
____11/14
Just Spences wanting to buy
current oversized clothing. Sizes
1 1 . 1 2 . We're celebrating our
second anniversary. Everything
on sale. Tues
Sat. 1 ·5 p.m.
1149 6th St. # (21 7)345-1469.
______11/16
College S1udents, Saturday night,
seven hours, no beer-I P.S. Lisa,
have you talked to Ron?
.
.
�
.
.
11/14
Trl-Sigs • get ready for a great
Canned Food Drive tonight and
tomorrow. Lambda Chi Alpha.
______11/15
STUDENTS AND FACULTY ·
Donate cans of food on
Thursday at Dommoes. Help the
needy of Charleston have a
Thanksgiving.
___11115
CATHY HARLEY • Good luck on
Nationals tonight! I'll be thmkmg
of you! PHI SIG LOVE, LIZ
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_1
. 1114
PINK PANTHERS: Told you guys
my routine wasn't THAT hard to
learn!! You look AWESOME and I
can't wail 'til halftime Friday night!
That's why we PRAY! Love, Gina.
_
_
_
_11/14

� :]

NOUNCEM£

Happy Blrfday Shelly Flener the
day has come we're all so very
happy you're Finally 21 watch out
Krackers She'll be takin' some
sips running around like Crazy
and wigglln those hips when
you're zookin' guess who·n be
there? We love you, Mis, Mel, &
Sher.
_______11/14
DEAR DENNIS, LET'S KICK
BUTII LOVE, SCOOTER. P.S. I
REALLY DIDN'T SUP.
____11/14
_
BARB SCHOEN: You were
awesome In alrbandl Prepare to
party Saturday at formal! Sigma
love, Your Moms.
_______11/14
MARK McGEE Congrats on
becoming our new SIGMA MAN!
Sig Kap love, Gina.
_______11/14
STUDENTS • Please help
Lambda Chi Alpha and Sigma
Sigma Sigma make a nice
Thanksgiving tor the needy of
Charleston by donating non·
perishable items all day on
Thursday at Dominoes.
_____ 11/15

Keep informed!
Read

The

Daily

Eastem JYewsl

�m

'§.

re� *

Sound Source
Music

520 N. 1 9th Mattoon
258-891 9
Dedicated to providing You
with qua/tty instruments
•

ABSOLUTELY
G UARANTEED TO
SELL ANYTH ING !

1\1�\S "-ITl>lt\G t.'(t.N If l\\St.S
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THE SOLD AD!

The Daily Eastern News
will run your CLASSIFIED AD
for as long as it takes to
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Make a friend or that special someone happy!
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Ath letics' Welch
ear ns Cy You ng

NEW YORK (AP) - Bob Welch
hid the success, if not the stats. of
Roger Clemens and Dave Stewart.
On Tuesday, he got the Cy Young
lo go with it
Wckh

Sox pitcher in 73 years with an
ERA of under 2.00. He missed
almost all of the final month with
tendinitis, although he did complete
seven games, including four

was

the

American

League's biggest winner in 22 sea
sons, going

R E S E R V E O F F I C E R S' T R l l l l l G C O R P S

27-6 for the Oakland

shutouts, in 31

starts.

1

Clemens, a two-time Cy Young
winner. pitched 228

-3 innings and

Athletics. And wins are what usual

struck out 209, walked only 54.

ly

gave up just seven home runs and

win the award for the best pitch

allowed 193 hits.

er.
In a split vote in which no one

Stewart went 22-11 with a 2.56

was named on all 28 ballots. Welch

ERA. He pitched 1 1 complete

got 15 first-place votes and a total

games. four for shutouts, in 36

of I 07 points. Clemens. with an

starts. In 267 innings. he struck out

earned-run avernge more than a full

166. walked 83, gave up 16 homers
and 226 hits.

run better than Welch, was second
with eight first-place votes and 77

CISB IN ON GOOD GRADES.

I f you ' re a freshman with good grades ,
apply now for a three-year Army ROTC
Scholarship .
Army ROTC Scholarshi p s pay tuition,
most books and fee s , plus $100 per
school month . It pays off during college

Stewart finished third in the Cy
Young voting in 1987 after going

points.
Stewart, Welch's teammate, won

20-13. was fourth in 1988 after

20 games for the fourth straight

being 2 1 - 1 2 and was runner-up last

season, but again failed to win the

season after going 2 1 -9. If any

Cy Young. He wa<; third with three

thing. at least Stewart helped pre

first-place votes

vent Clemens, his longtime rival.

and 43 points, fol

lowed by record-setting Chicago

from winning this year - Stewart

reliever Bobby Thigpen. who got

won all three head-to-head meet

the other two first-place votes and

ings with Clemens; without those

had 20 points.

I

IRMI ROTC

games. Clemens was 21-3 with a

Two members of the Baseball
Writers Association in each AL city

voted, and ballOling was completed

1.71 ERA.
Welch got I 0 second-place votes,

before the start of the playoffs. The

one ballot. Clemens also got I 0

National League Cy Young winner

second-places, received seven

will be announced Wednesday.

third-places and was left off by

Before this season, Welch had

been one of baseball's most consis

CALL 581-5944 or 5945
or come to
Klehm Hall , Room 308

three voters.
Thigpen, who set a major league

tent pitchers for 12 years. although

record with 57 saves in 64 chances

he had never won more than 17
games. But bolstered by Oakland's

and had a

1.83 ERA, was named on

I 0 ballots. Oakland's Dennis

48 saves in 50

outstanding defense, the Athletics'

Eckersley, who got

excellent relief co� and the bene

tries and had an 0.61

fits of playing at the spacious

received only a pair of third-place

Coliseum. he set a club record for

votes.

ERA,

victories as his team won the WeM

Welch was the third Oakland

championship. He helped him-.elf

pitcher to win the award, joining

by never losing two straight deci

Vida Blue

sions.

TIE SllllTIST COW&
C01JISI IOU Cll TUE.

three third-places and was left off

( 1 9 7 1 ) and Catfish

Hunter ( 1974).

Welch's win total was the highest

Welch. 34 earlier this month.

in the AL since Denny McLain

broke into the majors in 1978 with

won 3 1 in 1968. Not since Steve

Los Angeles and stayed with the

Carlton won 27 for Philadelphia

Dodgers until he went to Oakland

m

1972 had a major leaguer won that

after the 1987 season as part of a

many.
Welch did It With a 2.95 ERA

three-way trade that included the
I n his first two years with

games - both shutouts - in 35

Oakland. Welch won 17 games.

starts. In 238 innings. he walked 77,

This season, he was 3-2 in early

struck out 127. gave up 26 home

May before ripping off 10 straight

runs and 214 hits.

victories.

Qernens, meanwhile. went 21-6

Welch. at 13-3. started the All

with a 1.93 ERA at Boston's tmy

Star game and pitched two score

Fenway Park - JU'-I the second Red

Billiard Bar

��5�S¥.1
&

S

�

New York Mets.

while pitching just two complete

Led Zeppelin
Neil Young
Stevie Wonder - The Sex Pistols - Fleetwood Mac - David Bowie
The Grateful Dead - Paul McCartney - The Who - The Police
Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young - Lou Reed - The Eagles
The Allman Brothers - The Cars - Elton John - Joni Mitchell
John Lennon - Bruce Springsteen - The Bee Gees - Pink Floyd
George Harrison - Bob Marley & The Wailers - The Band
James Taylor - The O'Jays - Ringo Starr - The Rolling Stones
Creedence Clearwater Revival - Black Sabbath .. .

less innings.
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and much much more!!!!!!! !

Everydav 10-3

Lecture by Barry Drake
TO N I G H T
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-Wed n esdaY..

Grand Bal l room

Lunch Special

8:00

Italian Beef, Chips, pickle, cheese $3.50

Dinner Special

Tickets Avai I able
at U nion Box Office
and at door

Spaghetti & Garlic Bread $2.99
(All you can eat)
Screwdrivers $1 .35
Stroh's Pitchers $2.00
Michelob throwaway bottles $1 .05
FREE POOL

"A Splash of Class"

PM
$1 Students w/ID
$3 General Public

1111

UNIVERSI
BOARD

---lU
T'f
Ma.
UW:-S U11

Need a perfect Christmas gift for your parents?
Give them a subscription to
.

·

. .

. .

. Fhe· Daily

Eastern News!
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xperience,
bation force
i to rebuild

MPAIGN (AP) - Illinoh'
I team will be spending
March in nine years hit
books instead of the back-

use of recruiting infrac
the Illini are banned from
ason play next spring as
a three-year probation. But
's chances of making it
the NCAA Tournament
slim.
don't know how many years
n since we've had a team
xperienced. We only have
suys who have ever played
college ball)," said coach
nson, who's ent
erin1 his
eeuon
Illinois.
stion.
a rebuilding
Still, Henson said his team
nted and that he expects
to win some games.
doesn't mean you can't win
inexperienced people," said
who has a career record
257 over 28 years. "I think
ve good skills and that's
ing you can't teach."
Fighting Illini have been to
consecutive NCAA Touma
s, including a Final Four
ce in 1989.
heavy losses from gradua
the untimely departure of
star Marcus Liberty to the
and the academic ineligibili
center Rodney Jones has left
·ni cupboard bare.
'II miss Rodney because he
good initial year with us,"
enson. "Our team will be
en greener team without

at
It's

"there's

®
.

.
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TWO 1 0 INCH
C H E ES E
ZAS
PLUS TAX P IZ

95

HI.

10 players are on scholar

llld only senior point guard

Smith and junior forward
Kaufmann have extensive
experience.
"th, who laid out last year
e problems. was a main
the Final Four team the
year.
his first three years at
. Smith fed big :.corers like
Battle, Nick Anderson and
I Hamilton. This year. he'll
lay the second guard posi
be sent to the boards for
s.
of the leading scorers in
high school history, the 6fmann missed most of his
year with an injury and
consistent his sophomore

agree.

most important thing we
IO do is win 20 games and
Big Ten championship."
fmann.
-shirted freshman Deon
as, a key figure in the
probe, has been practicing
the team after being side
by Henson last season
of the investigation.
feels great to be back on the
" said Thomas, a 6-9 for
who was one of the nation's
h school players while at
Simeon.
starting lineup also i s
to include 6-6 sophoforward Tim Geers and
Kpedi, a 6-8 center from
.

are sophomore

guard

Taylor, freshman forward
rce and redshirt freshman
Tom Michael.
en guards T.J. Wheeler
nie Clemons also expect
ying time.

Ill.

EXP. 1 1 - 1 8-90

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices may

vary. Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Delivery areas limited to
ensure safe dnving. Our drivers carry less than $20 00 Our drivers are not
penalized for late deliveries.

Additional
Toppings
Available
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I

Valid at part1c1pat1ng stores only. Not valid with any other offer Prices may 1
vary. Customer pays sales tax wtiere apphcable. Delivery areas limited to
ensure safe driving. Our drivers carry less than $20.00 Our drivers are not
·
penalized for late deliveries.
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TWO 1 4 I NCH COUPON C RU S H ER
CH EESE l . We accept and match anybody's piaa coupon price. :
:.
2. Customer must mention when ordering.
S
A
Z
IZ
P
.
3. Customer must pn ::it·nt coupon when picking order up :
PLUS TAX
or when the pizza 1rdcr is delivered.
!
4. Coupons from non �klivery companies will be accept- •
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·

son believes the sting of
NCAA penalties will moti
. players.
lhink they will be playing
areal intensity because of
said Henson.

Additional
Toppings
Available

II.

I

Additional
Toppings
Available

ed as carry out couµons only.

EXP. 1 1 -1 8-90

Valid at participating stores only Not valid with any other offer. Prices may

vary. Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Delivery areas hm1ted to
ensur� safe driving. Ou� drivers carry less than
penalized for late dehvenes.

$20.00.

Our drivers are not

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZATM

L--------------------------------------------------.L--------------------------------------------------

ISU
232-8133

EIU
348-1 626

TERRE HAUTE
234-8555

MATTOON
235-71 04

Charleston

Terre Haute

670 Springhill

TERRE HAUTE
234-4940

®

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA.TM
U of I
CHAMPAIGN

60 N. Brown

398-6800

1 803 W. Kirby

384-6400

GREENCASTLE
653-8433

RANTOUL
893-4455

U of I
384-6800

200 S. Vine

550 S. Century

Urbana

Champaign

CHAMPAIGN
398-6900

1 702 W. Bradley

URBANA
328-6800
1 502. N.

Cunningham
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Questions sti l l remai n o n MVC's decisio
By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN
Sports editor
Although the future conference affi liation of
Eastern 's women's athletics remains unknown, a few
Panther coaches are unhappy with the Missouri Valley
Conference's decision Monday to sponsor a women's
league.
The decision, w h i c h was based on an 8 - 1 vote
Monday by the MVC presidents at a meet111g in St.
Louis, calls for seven of the 1 0 women's teams compet
ing i n the Gateway Conference to move solely to the
MVC.
Those schools - Bradley, Drake, Illinois State,
Indiana State, Southwest Missouri State, Southern
Illinois and Wichita State - will join the MVC in July of
1992. Those schools men\ teams already belong to the
MVC in every sport except football.
The other three schools that compete in Gateway
women's athletics - Ea.,tern, Western Illinois and
Northern Iowa - have until Feb. 15 to decide whether to
join the MVC as associate members.
"It's a definite disappointment to have (the Gateway)
wiped out," said Eastern softball coach Kath) Arendsen.
who is 111 her second year at Eastern. "We knew the possi
bility exi.,ted: we just didn't think it would be su..:h a quick
proces., nor as decisive as tt wa
...."

Arendsen 's team, along with the basketball, volley
ball. indoor and outdoor track and field. cross country.
swimming and tennis. will be affected by Monday's
decision.
Eastern athletic director Mike Ryan said that Eastern
will not respond to the invitation until after the Mid
Continent Conference - in v.hich all of Eastern 's men's
sports except foorball compete - meets at the NCAA
convention in Nashville, Tenn., on Jan. 7- 1 1 to decide
whether it wants to sponsor women's athletics.
Volleyball coach Betty Ralston, whose team just fin
ished their Gateway season last weekend, said that she
expected the MVC's announcement.
''I kind of figured - I just had a feeling," Ralston
said. "There seems to be an awful lot of greedy people
these days.
Ryan said that some questions on the issue remain
unanswered.
"The thing that's a little frustrating is that we're deal
ing in some areas where we don't have some answers,"
Ryan said. He added that one of those •·areas" was in the
associate membership.
'That's one of the thing., we never got a clear-cut
answer on." Ryan said, adding that the three associate
members would be able to participate in conference
meetings and be eligible for conference championships.
However. R)'an 'iaid that as far a' mone)' di'>tribution

among the universities in the MVC is an issue tha1
not discussed.
He also said that even i f Eastern. WIU or U
accepts the offer to join the conference. there 1s no g
antee that the invitation would be valid "in a year fi
now or two years from now."
Arendsen and Ralston said that whatever decisiot
made, it will affect each of their teams.
"The athletic department has to make a decisi
Arendsen said. "We like what we have. We haYe
traditional rivalries and we hate to lose what we
going."
Arendsen added that if the Mid-Continent decides to
sor women's athletics and Eastern decides to jom, there
be a difference in the competition her team plays.
"The Mid-Continent doesn't offer the same leve
competition.'' Arendsen said, "and we don '1 ha\e
automatic bid (to the NCAA tournament) withoul
Gateway. The biggest thing we can do is hope that
Ryan and Dr. (Stan) Rives do what's best for the sch
We have to keep o u r fingers crossed and sta
informed as we can."
Ralston also said that the level of competition w
drop if Eastern were to join a Mid-Continent \\O
league.
"We'll wait to see what happen:. and live with w
ever decision the admini:-.tration makes.'' Ralston sa1

Cagers hope to cu
down on turnover
B y R.J. GERBER
Associate sports editor

DON BAILEY/Staff photographer
Members of Eastern's me11's cross co1111try team prepare for a meet earlier this fall 011 the gro1111ds south
oflam: Gym.

H arri e rs wo rk as o n e u n it
By BRIAN HARRIS
Staff writer
Team concept - that was the
idea Eastern 's men's cross coun
try team decided to impose on its
program at the beginning of the
season.
Since then, the Panthers com
peted in seven invitationals and
two dual meets. One of the
team's highlights in competition
was the Alumni open, where the
harriers defeated the alumni.
The Kenosha Parkside invite.
where the team brought home
fourth place honors. was another
highlight. Abo, Kenosha was
where the Panthers compiled their
closest top five time spread of
0:34 Five members of Ea-.tem \
15-man team recorded their fastest
8,000-meter (4.97 mi) time'> while
running at Kenosha.
FinalI). the team ran 11'> con-

ference meet in Akron, Ohio,
and finished third. The Panthers
went i n with hopes of claiming
the Mid-Continent Conference
crown and ran a close race with
Northern Iowa and Cleveland
State.
"Overall, I think coach Moore
and I were very pleased with the
season," \aid John Mclnerney,
who completed his first season as
head coach Neil Moore's assistant.
"The runners worked real hard at
adopting a good sense of team
unity. A cross country team can't
expect any sort of success unless it
competes as a group of runners
\\Orking together. I th111J..: this
)'ear's team did a real good job
with that.''
The Panthers also execurc<l a
btg win mer Western llhnois m a
mid-season dual meet. In that
l'<K'e. Eastern finished '� ith eight
runners ahead of Wcstcm·s third

man.
"I think the Western dual was
one of our high points." said
Mcinerney. "Our top eight run
ners really did the job for us. I
think we ran real well at confer
ence too. In both of those races
our top group really worked
together to get the job done."
The team finished its sea<,on this
past weekend by finishing 18th out
of a field of 35 at the District IV
meet hosted by Purdue.
Some of the top performers on
this year's team were Jim Fagan,
who was voted by the team as its
most valuable player. Scott Tou
chette and Ron Fagan were voted
as the team·s most impro"ed run
ners, and John Eggenberger re
cieved most oul\tanding fresh
man award after h i s I0.000meter performance coming in as
Eastern\ No. I runner at the dis
trict meet.

As Eastern 's ba..,ketball team
readies 11self for the start of the
season with a new. up-tempo
offense, it hopes to improve on
the negative turnover margin ratio
it compiled in \.1id-Continent
Conference play a year ago.
Eastern has all five starters
returning this season and coach
Rick Samuels said that he realizes
that the time hai. come for this
team 10 improve on last season's
10-18 record.
"The fact is. we should be bet
ter," Samuels said. "My expecta
tions are high. We should take
advantage of our experience.''
Samuels said that even though
the Panthers will utilize the run
ning style offense this season, that
doesn't mean that there will be an
increased amount of turnovers.
Eastern averaged slightly more
than 14 per game last year.
"We are pushing the ball,"
Samuels said. "But that doesn't
necessarily mean that we will
have more turnovers. We're not in
a hurry. We may take 40 seconds
off the shot clock before we take
a shot."
The Panthers have their floor
general. point guard Gerald Jones,
back for his final season.
Jones said that less mistakes
will be made as Eastern opens up
the floor more.
"There are going to be turn
overs," Jones said. "That's bas
ketball. But we Ii.no\� each other
as pla) ers and \\ e knO\\ what
each player is going to do. We
have the caliber of team that can
take ca··e of the ba,kctball.''
Jones added that Ea,tcrn has
...everal players that are capable of
handling the basketball.
..
We usuall) haYe two or more

guys out there that can take
of it," Jones said. "That defi
gh.es us an advantage."
Eastern made 1 7 tumov
its 97-87 victory againsl
Lafayette Hustlers Sunday.
Samuels said was reasonable.
added that the Panthers w
like to hold their turnovers
15 per contest.
"We don't want to f
things," Samuels said. "The
tie mistakes are OK. but we
want to make mental mis
Samuels said that Eastern
number of players that can
care of the ball in the open
"Kavien Martin is capab
doing a lot of things in the
court:' Samuels said. "Also,
West is a slashing cype of
that is capable of taking the
to the hole."
Czechoslo\.al\ian national te
its final exhibition game at
p.m. Frida) at Lanrz Gym
opening the regular-\cason
ule against Oakland Colleg
Nov. 27.

